A foundation-driven funder collaborative designed to catalyze & scale impact investing in New Mexico

We collaborate around impact investment and field building to support impact investors and mission-driven enterprises in New Mexico.

Creating efficiencies • Enabling collaboration • Reducing barriers

MISSION
The New Mexico Impact Investing Collaborative supports healthy, equitable, sustainable, and economically vibrant communities by facilitating and increasing the supply and effective deployment of impact investing capital in our state.

TO LEARN MORE
Website & subscribe to our newsletter
www.newmexicoimpact.org
Contact:
info@newmexicoimpact.org

SUPPORTED BY
OUR IMPACT

Create alignment and efficiencies in the marketplace for investors both within and outside the state to increase the volume and reduce execution costs on high impact investments in New Mexico.

Foster collaboration among investors and funders to support opportunities requiring broader access to integrated capital tools and expertise in order to succeed.

Reduce the barriers to entry by supporting educational and training opportunities for both investors and investees.

CORE ACTIVITIES

Impact investment collaboration including shared pipeline and deal flow, due diligence and resource supporting best practice impact investment execution.

Education & learning opportunities to develop local practitioners and institutional impact investment capacity.

OUR STAKEHOLDERS

Communities and community leaders throughout New Mexico seeking impact investment capital to develop and expand projects benefiting community health, social equity and resiliency.

Foundation, asset management, philanthropic, corporate and non-profit professionals seeking to start or expand impact investing activities or partner with other impact investors on innovative and high impact projects.

Mission-driven enterprises (non-profit, for-profit and intermediaries) seeking to raise impact investment capital for the benefit of local communities.